
LESSONS EARNt
His 2006 autobiography The Pursuit of Happyness was made into a Hollywood  
film starring Will Smith, but author CHriS Gardner wasn’t surprised. in a letter  
to his younger self, he shares his unwavering commitment to sticking to plan a.

As told to NICole HoGAN

Dear Chris,
Born in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, in 1954, you 
wouldn’t wish your childhood on anyone. 
While your mother is caring, gentle and 
intelligent, your stepfather is the complete 
opposite — drunk, illiterate and violent. As 
a five-year-old, you make the decision to 
never let your children know a childhood 
like this. Despite where you come from, 
your mother instils in you that you can do 
anything, or be anyone. You believe her. 

Your uncle in the military tells you stories 
about amazing places called Paris and the 
Philippines, and you decide from an early 
age you want to travel. You join the navy 
after you leave school and it’s here you meet 
a heart surgeon who changes your life. He 
gives you the opportunity to learn and grow, 
and after you leave the navy, he offers you a 
job as a research assistant. This opportunity 
allows you to learn transferable skills such 
as research, planning and preparation.

more brutal. You drove here. Meaning you 
had something to do with the circumstances 
that become your life. And something 
about that answer is very liberating for you. 
You realise if you drove here, then you can 
drive yourself right back out of here. You 
can’t change something until you own it. 

After working on Wall Street for a few 
years, you start your own brokerage 
business, Gardner Rich, with just $10,000. 
Being homeless is the greatest preparation 
for starting a company from scratch. When 
you’ve been homeless and have had no 
resources, you become resourceful — and 
that is not something they can teach you at 
the Harvard Business School. 

When you are doing something you are 
truly passionate about, there is no plan B. 
Barack Obama is not sitting in the White 
House because he was committed to plan B. 

I would tell my 20-year-old self that plan 
B sucks. If plan B was any good it would be 
plan A. Your plan must be clear, concise, 
compelling, consistent and committed. 

About a billion people will see the movie 
based on your life, The Pursuit of Happyness, 
and they will wonder, what happens next? 
All I can say is stay tuned.

At 27 years old, you become a single 
father and are determined to find a lucrative 
and fulfilling career. You know you have to 
discover something to be passionate about, 
and you find it on Wall Street. The very first 
time you walk into a trading room, you 
know this is the place you’ve been looking 
for. You earn a spot in the Dean Witter 
Reynolds broker trainee program, but the 
meagre salary pushes you into poverty. 

In 1982, you find yourself homeless with 
a 14-month-old son. It is here you learn a 
very important lesson. Every day for a year 
you have to sleep in the public washroom at 
the train station. You ask yourself some 
very significant questions: ‘Why did this 
happen?’, ‘What’s going to happen next?’ 
and ‘How did I get here?’ The answer is even 

plan B sucks. If plan B was any good 
It would Be plan a. your plan must 

Be clear, concIse, compellIng, 
consIstent and commItted. 

”“

Gardner and his son, Christopher Gardner 
Junior, in their younger years.
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